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INTRODUCTION

The Electronic Commerce Promotion Council of Japan (ECOM) is conducting a number of programs to promote the growth of full-scale electronic commerce (EC) in Japan and to ensure that it develops smoothly.

ECOM has conducted surveys and analysis on the economic and social impact of EC and commissioned McKinsey and Company, Inc., to undertake the analysis in this last fiscal year. We looked at the future impact of EC transitioning on Japan's domestic economy and what impact it will have on investment. We also compared the scale of the EC markets in Japan, the US, and Europe.

This material sets out the results of our analysis and is organized as follows:

Chapter 1 describes the definition of the electronic commerce.

Chapter 2 describes our approach to the comparative analysis. Our approach is unique in that first, it does not consider EC transitioning to be merely an extension of the computerization of current business activities, but predicts the direction in which the institutional structures of industry will evolve. It then depicts how an enterprise should best make the transition to EC in order to become competitive within the new structure, and sets about verifying this through surveys and analytical approaches. Second, instead of basing forecasts for the future on user predictions as reported in surveys (as did the existing US/European EC transition studies), we anticipate the new industry structure, then postulate and substantiate the impact of EC transitioning within that structure.

We used two main approaches to analyze the impact of EC transitioning. One, which we employed to capture the scale of Japan's EC transactions and compare it with that in the US and Europe, uses total amounts of money in all Internet business transactions. It is called Narrowly Defined EC Transitioning and is employed by the US Department of Commerce in its The Emerging Digital Economy. It is based on the definition laid down by the US survey company, Forrester Research, Inc. These definitions are valued in that they enable comparative analysis with the US and Europe.

In the other approach, we conducted impact analysis using the EVA (Economic Value Added) of all activities to improve industry by means of digital technology in electronic media. This is known as Broadly Defined EC, and its purpose is to capture a wide spectrum of the economic effects of EC transitioning.

Chapter 3 summarizes the analysis results based on the above approaches.
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**Analysis Summary**

**Objectives**

As we move into a highly computerized milieu, we can foresee the dramatic development of full-scale digitalization of commercial and other transactions. This will have an enormous economic and social impact. We therefore analyzed the impact of EC transitioning on Japan's future domestic economy and on investment effects, compared the EC market scales in Japan, the US, and Europe and employed the results of our analysis to promote the smooth development and expansion of full-scale electronic commerce in Japan. We adopted two approaches: "A broadly defined EC transitioning," to obtain a complete understanding of the economic impact, and Narrowly Defined EC Transitioning to comprehend the scale of EC transactions in Japan and compare them with that of Europe and the US.

**Results of Survey Analysis**

(1) Results of Survey Analysis of Narrowly Defined EC Transitioning  
--Comparison [of Japan's] EC Transitioning Progress with that of Western Countries--

It is estimated that EC transactions on the Internet in Japan will amount to ¥15.4 trillion (about US $130 billion) in three years, and ¥55.5 trillion (about US $370 billion) in five to ten years (Figure 1). In three years they will represent 35% of total US commercial transactions, and 72% of total European commercial transactions. The EC percentage of total commercial transactions (or growth rate) in Japan, however, will grow to one percent in three years, and four percent in five to ten years (Figure 2). When comparing Japan's growth rate in five to ten years with that of the US in three to five years, Japan's will be much higher in the non-manufacturing sector but about equal for inter-industry transactions and individual transactions in the manufacturing sector. In other words, Japan's growth rate in five to ten years will be similar to that of the US in three to five years. Drastic structural reforms in all industries are a premise of this survey and, as a grim result, Japan's EC growth rate will finally reach an EC growth rate a few years behind that of the US. Furthermore, absolute value for EC growth, and comparative values with the US manifested about the same numerical values across all comparisons such as business-to-business and business-to-consumer transactions, and manufacturing and non-manufacturing sectors. It may be said, therefore, that the above phenomenon is spreading throughout Japan's economy.

(2) Results of Survey Analysis of Broadly Defined EC  
--Transitioning to EC as Management Improvement and Economic Stimulation Strategy--

It is estimated that the economic stimulation (in GDP increase) expected to result from the realization of EC transitioning, in its broader definition "all activities to improve industry by means of digital technology in electronic media," will surpass ¥60 trillion in five to ten years (Figure 3). No more than ¥10 trillion need be invested to realize these transitions for about six times that amount in expected cost-effectiveness (Figure 3).
Looking at EC transitioning by industry, cost effectiveness is particularly high - 10 to 40 times higher - in infrastructure industries such as process manufacturing industries (foods and processed foods, publishing and printing, and facility operation type service industries such as financial, distribution, and retail). This shows the importance of EC as a method for improving industrial infrastructure.

A look at EC transitioning by type, meanwhile, reveals its particularly high cost-effectiveness for supply chain management (SCM) and integrated customer management (ICM).

The magnitude of EC impact in SCM shows that there is presently large-scale waste among companies in the way they divide a broad range of resources including the procurement and utilization of operating resources, to include goods and services distribution, manufacturing facility capacity, and human resources. It also indicates that information technology in customer interface, currently costly and non-productive, could bring about a great improvement in ICM.

Implementation of the top third of the most cost-effective measures for EC transitioning could be expected to increase industry profits to a little under $40 trillion for an investment of a little less than $3 trillion invested (Figure 4). This means that only 25% of the investment necessary to uniformly accomplish all of the EC transition measures could realize more than 60% of all of the anticipated results. This strongly suggests the importance of selective investment in management and policy planning.

[FOOTNOTE]

1 Refer to paragraph 2.1.3 for details.
Figure 1: Comparison of EC Transaction Value in Japan, the US, and Europe — Absolute Value Base ($ million)

* Predictions for US and Europe are 2002 calculations by Forrester Research. The Yankee Group figures for the US are 2002 calculations based on estimates for 2000.

** To allow comparison, retail BCM was calculated to match the definitions by Forrester Research. Total BCM narrowly defined EC transactions involving private individuals are estimated at $48 billion after 3-5 years and $136.8 billion after 5-10 years. (BCM : Business-to-Consumer Marketplace)


Figure 2: Comparison of EC Transaction Value in Japan, the US, and Europe — Percentage of Total Transactions
After 3-5 years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Economic Growth Impact</th>
<th>Required Investment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-manufacturing</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All industries</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After 5-10 years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Economic Growth Impact</th>
<th>Required Investment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-manufacturing</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All industries</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Economic Growth Impact due to Broadly Defined EC and Required Investment

Percentage of required investment *

- High (ROI>700%) 25.3: ¥2.7 trillion
- Medium (ROI=350-700%) 25.2: ¥2.7 trillion
- Low (ROI<350%) 49.5: ¥5.2 trillion

Percentage of projected profit increase **

- High (ROI>700%) 59.6: ¥38.9 trillion
- Medium (ROI=350-700%) 22.3: ¥14.6 trillion
- Low (ROI<350%) 18.1: ¥11.8 trillion

* Based on one-year depreciation, includes IT introduction, operating, and capital cost
** Based on operating profit (EVA), includes cross-sell and impact
Source: McKinsey Analysis

Figure 4: Cost-Benefit Structure of Broadly Defined EC - After 5-10 years
1. Interpretations of Electronic Commerce
1. Interpretations of Electronic Commerce

1.1 Definitions

Electronic commerce is still an extremely vague concept and has many definitions. We defined it both narrowly and broadly for the purposes of this survey. Narrowly, EC is "all uses of the Internet for business transactions (both contracting and settling accounts), and broadly, "all enterprise improvement activities by means of digital technology in electronic media" (Figure 1.1-1).

The narrow definition is what the US Department of Commerce used in its The Emerging Digital Economy, and is based on the definition given by the US survey company, Forrester Research, Inc. It uses the percentage (growth rate) of both general and commercial Internet transactions as indicators of impact. The value of this definition is that it enables comparative analysis with transaction values in Western countries. The reason for this is the existence of a survey based on the same definition conducted by Forrester Research in Europe in addition to the US survey mentioned above. The fact that these surveys focused only on transactions (contracting and settlement) as industrial activities, and did not cover the whole range of research and development, procurement, manufacturing, and operational improvement activities behind the transactions, however, could be considered a shortcoming. Improving only transaction activities does not necessarily reform the substance of company operations and limits the study of EC impact on the Japanese economy. In fact, looking at EC impact as transaction amounts only, the European/US surveys made no mention of the economic expansion effect that should be the true impact of EC.

The Forrester surveys provided one of the important objectives of this survey; enterprise operation and material upon which to form conclusions about EC-connected measures for policy planning. Determination of cost-effectiveness is essential, however, for that objective. No inquiry into this important point can be made with only transaction totals (Figure 1.1-2).

For EC in the broad sense, we can make no international comparative analysis because a similar survey of Europe and the US has not been conducted. Totals for industry operation improvement activities by means of information technology are covered, however, and it is therefore possible to quantify EC impact on operational management and on the economy. This survey uses EVA indicators to quantify the economic impact on the whole economy stemming from various operational activities by means of information technology (EC in the broad sense) in [six] industries.

Considering the above, this survey uses the narrowly defined EC for its comparative analysis with Europe and the US, and the broadly defined EC in cost-effectiveness analysis to aid in enterprise operation and policy planning, its original objective.
Forrester Research, Inc. and the US Department of Commerce based their survey only on retail sales through the Internet, and the survey does not therefore reflect a complete picture of EC transitioning (see paragraph 2.4).

Refer to paragraph 1.2 for details.
### Economic Value Added

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Broadly Defined</th>
<th>Narrowly Defined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analog</td>
<td>All transactions (contracts and payments) using the Internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital</td>
<td>All corporate improvements achieved through the use of electronic media and digital technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Type of data

- Call center using digital technology
- Joint design systems
- EDI, Automatic handling systems
- Sales terminals, multimedia kiosks
- Intranets, Extranets
- Internet, Internet response systems

#### Type of media

- Cost-benefit analysis for corporate management, policy proposals
- Comparison with the US and Europe (extent of EC)

#### Impact calculation methods

- Opportunities to improve profit (Economic Value Added : EVA [see 1.2])
- Transaction value

#### Purpose

**Forrester (US)**
- Only direct transactions concluded

**Emerging Digital Economy (US Dept. of Commerce)**
- Only actions involved in concluding direct transactions

**Present Approach**
- All improvement activities for management businesses using digital technology (SCM, etc.)

**Advantages of the Present Approach**
- Grasp overall picture of actions necessary to realize economic impact

Indicates impact for users and IT vendors, offers motivation to introduce EC

---

Figure 1.1-1: EC Definitions

---

Figure 1.1-2: Comparison of Scale Calculation Methods and EC Economic Impact
1.2 Impact Quantifier Indicators

As outlined, EC impact is quantified using total EC transactions (total sales) as indicators for the narrowly defined EC, and EVA is used for each industry and for the whole economy for the broadly defined EC. EVA is the value that results from subtracting the cost of a business activity from the profit gained by it, "activity profit," and from further subtracting the "capital cost" (the capital invested in it) from the activity profit.

The point to which I wish to call attention here is that not only the information technology provider industries, but also the user industries, create economic impact. There is a tendency to think primarily of profits to the provider industry when discussing this kind of economic impact. It is natural, however, that the profit to the user industries is much greater. Analysis in the US Department of Commerce survey emphasizes impact on the provider industries. Our survey differs greatly to theirs on this point.

1.3 Discussion of Survey Analysis Methodology

We adopted two methodologies in this survey. First, we do not take up EC transitioning as merely an extension of the computerization of current business activities, but predict the direction in which the institutional structure of industry will evolve in the future. We then depict how an enterprise should best transition to EC to become competitive within that new structure, and set about verifying this through surveys and analytical approaches. Second, instead of basing forecasts of the future on user predictions as reported in surveys (as did the existing US/European EC transition studies), this survey, having anticipated the new industry structure, postulates, then substantiates the impact of electronic commerce transitioning within that structure. We took a balance of six model industries to represent all industries, postulated real EC transitioning steps, and thoroughly analyzed operational management. We also applied the result to other industries.
The relationship between profit and capital cost (can capital cost be made up by profit?) is key in determining an increase or a decrease in EVA.

* Strictly, based on profit after taxes
** Weighted Average Cost of Capital

Figure 1.2-1: Method for Calculating EVA (Economic Value Added)
2. Analytical Approach
2. Analytical Approach

2.1 Analysis of EC Transitioning in Model Industries

2.1.1 Concept of Industrial Structure

Industrial structure may be viewed as an aggregation of industry value chains (hereafter, value chains). A value chain is "the flow of value creation activities to provide goods or services to the end user." It extends over multiple industries because value creation flows through upstream industries (raw materials, parts manufacture, etc.), midstream industries (assembly, processing, etc.), and downstream industries (wholesale, retail, and service industries). The goods and services we speak of here are not only those provided to the customer on a one-time basis, but also include business from the purchase to the end of the goods’ and services’ life span. In other words, all the goods and services that could be provided over the lifetime of the product. The value chain of an automobile, for example, does not end with manufacturing and sale; it includes the industry’s provisions for all of the after-purchase services that the customer will require. In concrete terms, this includes all related industries such as raw materials and parts, assembly, the dealer, automobile-related products, maintenance and repair, and used car sales (Figure 2.1.1). From this vantage point, which transcends the former concept of isolated companies and industries, it will be possible to identify more opportunities to improve competitiveness.

2.1.2 Selection of Model Industries

We selected the model industries in a two-step process of elimination (Figure 2.1-2). First, we halved the number of industries likely to feel substantial impact from EC transitioning – there are 28 types in the "Comparative Analysis of US and Japanese Productivity" (conducted by the Japanese Ministry of International Trade and Industry in May 1998) - according to two standards: industry size, and the degree to which EC would improve value added. Then we chose a good balance of model industries according to three characteristics: manufacturing vs. non-manufacturing, consumer vs. infrastructure, and exposure to international competition vs. mainly competing domestically. Our chosen six industries were automobile, electrical/electronic (electrical consumer appliances and personal computers), health care, distribution, finance, and retail (convenience stores).

2.1.3 Predictable Structural Changes in the Model Industries and Five Models for Transitioning to EC

Value chains are evolving through three different kinds of change: break-up and expansion; modification; and reformation into more competitive value chains. These changes are occurring across all industries and have become a main driving force. They will continue to drive structural change in the future (Figure 2.1-3).

Until now, there have been powerful leaders (value chain owners) which have controlled the entire value chain in most industries. In the financial sector, for example, some financial institutions carried out all of the functions in their value chain. In the automotive industry too,
original equipment manufacturers for Toyota, Nissan, etc., in reality controlled the other players in that value chain.

![Value Chain: Automotive Industry Case](image)

**Figure 2.1-1: Value Chain: Automotive Industry Case**

**Step 1: Estimated EC Impact Magnitude**

High | Low
--- | ---
10 trillion | 20 trillion

**Step 2: Industry Balance**

Model Industries

1. Automotive
2. Electric appliances (household)
3. Health care
4. Distribution
5. Finance (PFS)
6. Retail (Convenience Stores)

**Figure 2.1-2: Process for Selecting the Model Industries**

* Final shipment base. However, circulation industry is gross profit base.
Note: Industry categories are taken from Japan-US Industrial Comparison Analysis (Ministry of International Trade and Industry, May 1998). However, agriculture, forestry, marine industry, "coal mining", and "other mining industry" are "primary industries" and "rail transport" and "water transport" and "air transport" are handled as "distribution."
This kind of overall value chain control structure is fast breaking down, however, due to rapidly intensifying global cost competition and evolving global information/communication technologies that, in turn, are being driven by rapid improvements in quality and cost reduction in information interaction. Functions that required close coordination previously had to be placed in the same organizational or geographical location, and it was therefore beneficial to adopt industrial organizational structures across the whole value chain.

Today's technological developments in information communications, however, transcend the boundaries of organization and geography, and enable the same close coordination that geographical neighbors enjoy. Value chains, which are linked networks of enterprises specializing in and pursuing economy of scale in some function therefore have a competitive advantage. It is this trend that is driving the break-up and expansion of the value chains.

The second step, modification, is more important, however. Two new industries have emerged as a result. One is the "proponent (backer, supporter) type," the "value packager," that has superior planning and organizational skills, and bundles individual goods and services to form "meta-goods." The other is the "customer agent" that offers services like an agent on the customer's behalf.

In the third step, reformation, multiple players, i.e., people who call on customers to supply components, people who package the components into meta-goods, and people who work as customer agents, all vie in their various capacities for value chain leadership. The value chain is a linear upstream and downstream structure, and therefore evolves into a meta-structure encompassing loose alliances around the nuclei of value packagers and customer agents.

Driven by intense competition, supported by information and network technology evolutions, the value chains are continuously evolving, breaking apart and expanding, modifying, and reforming in this way. These changes in the value chain bring about changes in industry structure as well. Figure 2.1-4 shows the future structure of the automotive industry after passing passed through this process.

Within this changing industry structure, five operational improvement models utilizing EC might be considered from the perspective of value chain redesign to accord with the process by which value reaches the customer (value choice, value creation, value transmission, and value management, which drives and integrates the others) (Figure 2.1-5):

(1) OCM (Open Collaboration Management)
(2) SCM (Supply Chain Management)
(3) ICM (Integrated Customer Management)
(4) BCM (Business-to-Customer Marketplace)
(5) VBM (Value-Based Management)

Below, I shall look at the roles played by each of these models.

(1) Open Collaboration Management (OCM)

Most of what is known as collaboration has been performed only within the existing transaction relationships of the very small number of enterprises comprising a value chain. The
- Analysis: appearance of specialists and value "slicers"
- Expand: Entry into lifecycle/support (consumer asset industry) and penetration into customer's business (infrastructure industries)

- Appearance of meta-services that take existing products and services as "materials"
- Value packager: provides meta-services that combine diverse products and services
- Customer agent: uses expertise to act on behalf of the customer

- Multi-value chain restructuring revolving around value packagers and customer agents

Figure 2.1-3: Evolution of the Value Chain

Figure 2.1-4: Future Structure of the Automotive Industry
open collaboration management we define here, on the other hand, is the free selection of optimal suppliers through an open network of many suppliers, and the simultaneous conduct of advanced development with them.

Collaboration in the automotive industry, for example, has been limited to CAD (Computer Assisted Design) and other transactions between original equipment manufacturers and major parts manufacturers in affiliated units. Open collaboration, on the other hand, aims to create an environment that promotes concurrent development among secondary parts manufacturers, repair shops, foreign parts manufacturers, and others who exchange technical information such as CAD data as they work. Conversion software to link CAD and CAM (Computer Assisted Manufacturing) design systems with differing standards and a network capable of connecting numerous small and medium manufacturers and vendors that is highly safe, reliable and inexpensive, is needed in order to do this. Open collaboration management can be expected to provide three main advantages.

First, departing from geographical restrictions may attain better and more efficient design. It will preclude the constant need for engineers from different companies to meet to work out designs. Each engineer will be able to coordinate and make design improvements while looking at a mutually linked design system screen, right in his own office. At the same time, the freedom to choose the optimal partner from anywhere in the world for collaborative development will lead to design quality improvements.

Second, design time will be greatly reduced through promoting the re-use of blueprints and specifications. This is made possible by compiling a database of those previously used, linking them by network, and allowing authorized firms free access to them.

Third is the reduction of design system use costs. This will be made possible by placing the design systems on the network, thereby allowing multiple firms to “own” them.

(2) Supply Chain Management (SCM)

Supply chain management is the optimization of goods and service supply within the value chain by making sales and production information available to all enterprises in that chain. This does not simply mean greater efficiency by sharing information that was previously the property of only one company, but is also meant to optimize the whole value chain encompassing multiple players and to cross industry boundaries. It is therefore necessary to involve diverse industries, such as distribution companies, customs clearance firms, and financial institutions. Although the supply chain management concept has existed for some time, the information infrastructure to integrate management across the value chain has not. The widespread use of ERP software in big companies in recent years, and the appearance of supply chain planning software, via which production and procurement planning may be conducted real time based on frequent demand forecasting, has made this concept feasible.
Optimal procurement, from the point of view of a single enterprise, is likely to be obtainable through supply chain management. Transcending existing transaction relationships and procuring the best materials at the lowest price from anywhere in the world can be expected to bring substantial increases in profit. It will be necessary to equip a linked environment including small, medium, and foreign suppliers to accomplish this. Most industries now employ (EDI⁵) order receiving and placing systems with only their existing transaction partners. Placing these on a “linkable,” conversion-capable network will therefore probably be necessary.

In addition to increased cash flow resulting from reduced inventory (resulting from the introduction of supply chain management), cost reductions in procurement, inventory, and transport may be expected. At the same time, the time needed to receive and issue orders will be shortened, thus avoiding sales opportunity loss.

(3) Integrated Customer Management (ICM)

Integrated customer management greatly improves conventional customer management by freely utilizing the networked channel system that runs throughout the value chain, and the customer/operation database linked to it. This method has four main objectives:

1. To construct a diverse and inexpensive channel highly convenient for the customer. Customer telephone reception centers, the Internet, and other remote channels continue to increase with information and communication technology advances. These channels are overwhelmingly superior to existing channels in terms of convenience, cost, and coverage.
In banking, for instance, the cost of customer service telephone reception is no more than seven percent of the cost of the bank's office management. In situations where a voice response unit may be used, this cost is reduced to one percent. Also, bank offices will be able to consolidate and even out workloads to a formerly impossible degree when they can concentrate functions geographically through linking to a remote channel.

To build a channel network effectively, it must be assembled according to the concept of the customer's value chain, i.e., the flow of consumer value that motivates the customer.

Let us take once more the automobile as an example: a new car buyer follows a definite pattern in his car-related consumption of goods and services such as products, repair and maintenance, leisure goods, and resale of his used car. Driving classes, moving from the city to the suburbs, accidents to his present car -- all become opportunities at the time that he purchases the new car. This understanding opens up new vistas of opportunity for improvement for the manufacturer. Disseminating the information received when a new car is purchased to related enterprises in the group via the network, for example, would enable them to approach the customer. Prospective customers could probably be identified from driving school or house removal business information if they were linked into the network. In other words, cross (follow-up or repeated) sales or other additional business may be obtained by casting a channel network over the whole of a consumer's car-related activities.

2. To develop product handling and service expansion. Remote channels are not subject to physical restraints. This means that if multiple vendors and manufacturers are linked through the network, a wide range of products can be sold to the customer. It will then be important to maintain a rich assortment of goods along the value chain. In cases where meeting the customer to demonstrate the product - test-driving a car, for example - the product trial is an essential element of making the sale. In fact, it is vital to include a mechanism that brings the customer to the place where the interface can be carried out.

3. To follow up sales repeatedly leveraging the deep understanding of each customer’s purchasing and consumption behavior gained over multiple product purchases. Requisition of customer purchasing behavior through compiled databases and manifold analysis of information obtained from the channel network along the whole customer value chain will provide the means for highly accurate marketing.

Prerequisites for this are wide trawling of customer purchasing behavior from the networked channel system, a flexible database, and tools to collect, accumulate, and analyze the information obtained and transform it into individual databases. This approach is rapidly spreading in advanced financial institutions and retail industries in Europe and the US, and is bringing great profit increases (averaging 30 percent) to many enterprises.
4. To automate the entire demand flow from the customer interface to back office tasks. The information input by the operator at the customer interface has heretofore been sent to each back office, where it is again input after being reprocessed, reformatted, or re-protocoded. This process could in theory be entirely automated, however, because the standardized tasks concerning demand flow are entirely regulated by the information from the customer interface. It is possible in other words to put the information obtained at the customer interface into a standardized task processing system set up beforehand that will automatically connect distribution, production, and account settlement.

More and more industries are using the TSTP (Total Straight Through Processing) method that takes this trend even further. In this system, information entered by the customer on the Internet input screen or by touch-tone telephone is sent directly to the whole demand flow system. Not only are personnel costs reduced through this system, but faster processing and reliability improvement can be realized by eliminating human error.

(4) Business-to-Customer Marketplace (BCM)

The business-to-customer marketplace constitutes a global electronic market where both industry and consumers can buy and sell freely. Three major business opportunities exist when looking at this marketplace from a single company's perspective:

1. The opportunity to provide goods in the business-to-customer marketplace as a supplier. Connecting to the marketplace has the same effect as constructing a large channel; one can access all participating consumers.

2. The opportunity to act on behalf of the customer in procuring goods from the supplier as a customer agent. The customer agent profits from volume discounts by bundling the needs of multiple customers and ordering in large lots, and by collecting user fees from his customers. A large customer base and a deep understanding of customer needs are necessary to succeed in this.

3. The opportunity to run the marketplace itself. If both customers and suppliers can be attracted by value added services, such as account settlement, certification, and agent guarantees, the operator can build a market exceeding critical mass and can expect new income, such as marketplace participation and sales total dependent service fees, in addition to the value added service user fees.

(5) Value-Based Management (VBM)

Value-based management enables appropriate monitoring of the performance of affiliated enterprises according to their current worth based on cash flow. It is the top-level manager's basis for strategy implementation and decision-making. Up to several hundred globalized and diverse enterprises can be centrally managed on multiple axes through value-based management. Based on cash, risk management becomes easy, even in a rapidly changing business environment.
Several software applications already exist for putting this method into practice. The software produced by Hyperion Company and used by more than half of the Fortune 500 companies is a good example. German companies including Deutsche Bank, Daimler Benz AG, and Siemens have recently introduced similar software applications, and progressive companies such as Sony Corporation, Nippon Telephone and Telegraph, and Dokomo are beginning to use them in Japan. Their use can be expected to spread rapidly with the introduction of holding company and accounting systems for which connectivity is important.

A system that can expand value-based management to all companies participating in the value chain and that can evaluate decision-making among participating companies from the point of view of the whole chain is also, in theory, possible.

[FOOTNOTES]
4 Enterprise Resource Planning
5 Electronic Data Interchange
6 See paragraph 2.1.3 in this chapter.

2.1.4. Impact of EC Transitioning

As we have stated, we selected six industries for our survey analysis (automobile, finance, distribution, health care, electronics, and retailing), and then calculated the specific manner and extent to which the industrial world could be transformed through electronic commercialization. In these calculations, EC could mean a rise in profits for each industry from 50% to as much as 800%. (Figure 2. 1 - 6). We based our calculation of the impact on each industry on the following: we took the parameters of the sales volume and cost structure of each industry, estimated the impact of cost reduction, revenue increase, and penetration level based on the best practice internally and externally (advanced precedents), and then calculated incremental profit increases. In each case we calculated a net amount of profit increase from which we deducted the investment amount required for computerization as well as newly added costs (EVA) (see 2.2.2.1).

Automobile

With the opening up of the exclusive industry structure represented by the keiretsu (affiliated companies), it is now possible to consider whether or not companies should bear the cost of certain items themselves or whether there is room for more outsourcing. It will consequently become possible to obtain a full understanding of all customer motoring needs and provide products and services to meet them through more efficient techniques (Figure. 2. 1 - 7).

In the kanban system boasted by Japan, for example, it will be possible to strengthen the stock of secondary and tertiary manufacturers and dealers, the redistribution of management resources on a global scale, etc., by reviewing the whole supply chain. Moreover, with the
introduction of GroupWare CAD and the establishment of an open, cooperative system in product development, it will also be possible to reduce development lead-time substantially. There is also real potential for growth if new retail channels represented by the Internet are combined with existing dealer networks.

Finance

How can financial institutions survive without turning into giants like Citicorp Travelers? The introduction of "hub and spoke" system architecture and special conversion middleware that enable connections between different systems means that unlimited combinations of diverse products, channels, and customers will be made possible through connections to the hub. As a result, it will be possible to respond flexibly to customers and create a new business structure of network distribution-type financial institutions that can even out-compete economies where scale is regarded as important (Figure 2. 1 - 8).

Distribution

Distribution accounts for ¥25 trillion of the ¥50 trillion costs engendered by industry throughout Japan because companies conduct one-way empty distribution. When this issue is addressed by entrusting distribution to professionals who make practical use of information technology or by creating markets that optimize the net working rate, the cost will fall dramatically. This will have an enormous impact on other industries (Figure 2. 1 - 9).
Figure 2.1-6: EC (Broadly Defined) Impact by Industry
(¥100m; profit base * / year)

Figure 2.1-7: Structural Changes in the Automotive Industry
Health Care

If health care is divided into the three areas of prevention, treatment, and care, then a new business model will surely evolve in the areas of prevention and care as a result of future electronic commercialization. Services that package prevention and care for each disease will evolve through the practical use of individual information and information technology. Even in the area of treatment, services traditionally confined to hospitals could be disbanded and reforms, such as the outsourcing of distribution within hospitals, will be possible (Figure 2.1 - 10).

Electronics

Although there are interesting developments at the individual product level, if we are indeed entering an era in which these products appear on open platforms such as Windows, then these components will all become daily necessities. Products must be made lean but the development of packages that take customer lifestyle and the living environment into account is more important (Figure 2.1 - 11).

It is not necessarily the electronics companies that will carry this out. Construction companies or financial concerns such as GE capital may do so. Diverse businesses are loosely connected and they will be forced to consider whether or not they can present living proposals that suit their customers’ lifestyles.

Retailing

Convenience stores are considered to be the most advanced form of retailing, but even they will evolve further with the advent of electronic commercialization. They represent area service delivery points and as such can provide all information and services (Figure 2.1 - 12).

Furthermore, we should see new developments as a result of area specialization and marketing that takes regional characteristics into account. An example would be the creation of different service formats for areas where there are many elderly households and or many university students. New packagers applying the concept of community marketing are certain to appear.
Networks supported by the industry hub that transcend company or business divisions
- Wholesale/purchasing networks
- Connecting unbundled interface players and existing players
- Shared systems between companies or industries that use hub and spoke architecture

* Hewitt, etc.

Figure 2.1-8 Appearance of Hub and Spoke Financial Institutions

Figure 2.1-9: Framework for Understanding Distribution (Future)
Life Cycle Care - Provide food for medical purposes
- Nursing services
- Community services
Cure - Specimen tests
- Food services
- Admission services
- Medical specialists
- Nurses / general physicians
Prevent - Examinations, diagnosis
- Exercise instruction
- Provide exercise equipment
- Health information services
Care - Provide
Nursing services
Community services
Cure - General hospitals
Specialist hospitals
Long-term care hospitals
Prevent - Workplace
Instruction service
No-smoking package
Lifestyle improvement package
Fitness clubs

Figure 2.1-10: Framework for Understanding Health Care (Future)

Figure 2.1-11: Framework for Understanding Electronics (Future)
2.2 Other Industries

To extend the knowledge obtained from our analysis of model industries to other industries, we first classified them into several types (Figure 2.2 - 1).

Industries belonging to the manufacturing sector are classified into seven types according to existing broad industrial classifications. Industries belonging to the non-manufacturing sector are classified into three types in line with the special characteristics of the value chain: processing distribution, specialized services, and facility operation. The processing distribution type allows products and services to circulate while adding added value through processing, and corresponds to wholesale/retail, real estate, and eating and drinking. The specialized services type provides high-grade special services using practical expert knowledge and skills, and corresponds to education, advertising, information services, etc. The plant operation type provides services through effective and efficient management infrastructures such as facilities/buildings and machinery, and corresponds to electricity/gas, communications, passenger transportation, etc.

2.3 Methods for Estimating the Impact of Widespread Electronic Commercialization

As stated above, we adopted EVA to gauge the impact of widespread electronic commercialization. First, for each improvement method we multiplied the cost of its objective and sales by the extent of improvement, and calculated the improvement effect. We then multiplied this by the penetration level of improvement activities inside the industry and estimated the improvement effect at the industrial level (Figure 2.3 - 1).

For each of the five types of electronic commercialization we used a detailed list of improvement measures obtained from the model businesses. We established base values for the impact and penetration level of each type with reference to developed precedents. Next, we classified each industry according to fixed standards, and established different numerical values for measures where it was estimated that impact differences would change greatly due to the type of industry, (Figure 2.3 - 2, 3 - 3). For example, in the BCM (business-to-consumer marketplace) which is one forum for electronic commercialization, we classified four quadrants according to the costs engendered by the bargaining power of the purchasers and the transactions, and then established penetration levels that differed to these quadrants. In other words, we adjusted the penetration levels based on the assumption that the greater the purchaser's bargaining power and the greater the transaction cost, the further the BCM would spread.

We basically applied the same methodology to the cost of the IT (Information Technology) necessary to realize these improvement measures. In other words, after classifying the industries based on their level of IT and industrial concentration using the trial cost calculations from the model industries as a base, and with reference to the numerical values for the model industries, we established standard IT cost/sales ratios for each category and applied them to each industry (Figure 2.3 - 4, 2. three to five).
In the case of home delivery, direct delivery from the delivery center and delivery with individual stores as hubs are both possible (based on economics).

**Customer information will be obtained through the use of convenience store cards and electronic money.**

---

**Figure 2.1-12: Evolution of Convenience Stores as Service Delivery Points**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturing</th>
<th>Non-manufacturing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Food</td>
<td>1. Process/circulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food products, beverages, tobacco, feed</td>
<td>Wholesale, retail, real estate, restaurants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Textiles/clothing</td>
<td>2. Specialized services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloth, clothes, leather, furs</td>
<td>Education, construction, advertising, information services, specialist services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Wood products</td>
<td>3. Facility operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood products, furniture, pulp, paper, paper products</td>
<td>Electric/gas, communication, travel/transport, lodging, rental housing, broadcasting, leasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Publishing/printing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing, printing, related products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Process products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemicals, petroleum, plastic, rubber</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Metal products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel, non-ferrous metals, metal products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Machines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General mechanical appliances, electric appliances, transportation machines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 2.2-1: Industrial Classification**
The effect of capital cost on profit impact is comparatively small, so capital cost was separately calculated only for the model industries.

The detailed rationale for impact rate and penetration is presented in attached materials (p. 2, 3 for manufacturing, p. 23, 24 for non-manufacturing).

The detailed rationale for the cost model is shown in attached materials (p. 11 for manufacturing, p. 28 for non-manufacturing).

**High**

30%

**Medium**

20%

**Low**

10%

* The effect of capital cost on profit impact is comparatively small, so capital cost was separately calculated only for the model industries.

** The detailed rationale for impact rate and penetration is presented in attached materials (p. 2, 3 for manufacturing, p. 23, 24 for non-manufacturing).

*** The detailed rationale for the cost model is shown in attached materials (p. 11 for manufacturing, p. 28 for non-manufacturing).

Figure 2.3-1: Methods of Estimating Impact of Broadly Defined EC

Figure 2.3-2: Framework for Evaluating BCM Penetration — Manufacturing
The high case is based on the distribution industry and assumed penetration of 20% after 3-5 years and 60% after 5-10 years. The low case is half of that. 

Note: For detailed rationale see p. 34 of attached materials.

Figure 2.3-3: Framework for Evaluating BCM Penetration — Non-Manufacturing
2.4 Method for Calculating the Scale of Narrowly Defined EC (Turnover)

To gauge the impact of narrowly defined electronic commercialization we used the indicator of transactions/contracts over the Internet as a guideline. Specifically, we calculated the total turnover of business-to-customer transactions (B to C), and business-to-business transactions (B to B) in each industry by estimating the penetration level of transactions through electronic media based on the scenario of electronic commercialization, and then multiplied it by the ratio of Internet contracts in these transactions (Figure 2. 4 - 1).

To carry out comparative analysis with US studies, we made two revisions. The first relates to the definition of electronic commercialization. Broadly defined, EC should include sales to individuals over multimedia terminals in convenience stores, and business-to-business transactions over every type of extranet, but because US studies only target transactions over the Internet, we restricted the definition to the level of Internet turnover. The second revision concerns transaction classification. Strictly speaking, transactions with individuals should include all those in the industry that make up the value chain (sales amount). However, since the Western studies that we are using for comparison only calculate the turnover of retail industries, we have also adopted this classification here (Figure 2. 4 - 2).

As shown in Figure 2. 4 - 2, there are no duplication problems because the value chains for each industry are defined without mutual duplication. At this point, there are no direct relationships with duplication between connected industries, but we would like to point out that the problem of double counting does arise when narrowly defined EC (turnover) is used to gauge impact.

When calculating the transaction amount using the narrowly defined EC, all the industry sales that make up the value chain are added up. As a result, the figure follows the flow of the value chain and duplicated product sales are counted twice. Taking the metal used in automobiles as an example, we see that sales are added at each stage of the process: raw material manufacturers, first and secondary component manufacturers, OEM manufacturers, and dealers. This suggests a fundamental problem when considering future structural changes in these industries. In other words, as EC develops, structures will simplify and middlemen will be eliminated. If the number of steps in the value chains is reduced, it is highly probable that the EC transaction amount will also be reduced because the number of sales duplications will decrease. A fatal flaw in this method, however, is that the value showing the level of progress could be reduced despite the advance of electronic commercialization. Consequently, when measuring the progress ratio of narrowly defined EC, it is necessary to look not just at the absolute values of turnover, but also at the penetration level (the proportion of EC transactions in the total transaction amount).
Cost of information system, including introduction, operation, capital costs

As seen by player companies

For detailed rationale, see p. 33 of attached materials.

Figure 2.3-4 Framework for Estimating IT Cost * for Each Industry - Manufacturing

Figure 2.3-5 Framework for Estimating IT Cost * for Each Industry - Non-Manufacturing
The transaction value is based primarily on representative companies and industry averages. Internet penetration is actual performance from the Forrester Survey, AutoByTel, and other marketplaces. For detailed rationale, see p. 38-55 of attached materials.

Used categories from Forrester Research’s Consumer Retail.


Approach to Estimation of Transaction Value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business-to-Business (BtoB)</td>
<td>Industry Transaction Value (¥100m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business-to-Consumer (BtoC)</td>
<td>Penetration (%) of EC transactions in the EC transition scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contract rate over the Internet (%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Penetration (%) of EC transactions in the EC transition scenario
Based on the EC transition scenario, estimate percent of transactions involving EC (based on BCM, BBM, front-end IT scenarios).

Contract rate over the Internet (%)
Based on results of Forrester Survey and examples of existing foreign online marketplaces and industrial structure.

Figure 2.4-1: Method for Estimating the Scale of Narrowly Defined EC (Transaction Value)

Sample Illustration

Categorization for overseas comparison:
- Forrester’s consumer retail
- Forrester’s business-to-business transactions

Create products, services

BtoB Business (Wholesale)
BtoC Business (Retail)

Manufacturing
- BtoB Business (Wholesale)
- BtoB Business (Retail)
- Other services (3 groups)

Non-manufacturing
- Distribution, banking, health care, convenience stores
- Other services (3 groups)

* For comparison with Forrester, only retail BCM for sales to individuals is counted as consumer retail.
** Calculating all transaction value of BCM to individuals, BCM will grow to ¥9 to ¥48 billion after 3-5 years, and to $30 to ¥130 billion after 5 to 10 years.

Figure 2.4-2: Definition of Business-to-Business and Business-to-Consumer in Narrowly Defined EC
3. Analysis Results and Study
3. Analysis Results and Study

3.1 Analysis Results and Study of Narrowly Defined EC

3.1.1 Predictions for Japan

It is anticipated that the entire industrial total of narrowly defined EC transactions in Japan will grow to ¥15.4 trillion over the next three to five years, and to ¥55.5 trillion over the next five to ten years. If we look closely at the three to five year forecast, we can see that manufacturing industries account for ¥4.2 trillion and non-manufacturing industries for ¥11.2 trillion (72% of the total). Looking closely at the five to ten year forecast, we can see that manufacturing and non-manufacturing industries account for 8 and 47.5 trillion respectively, and that the proportion accounted for by non-manufacturing industry rises to 86% (Figure 3. 1 - 1).

Of the manufacturing industries, the "machine product group" accounts for by far the largest percentage. If we add together the model automotive and electronic industries, then this group accounts for 69% of the entire manufacturing sector total at ¥2.7 trillion over the next three to five years and ¥5.2 trillion over the next five to ten years. It seems that the percentage of the whole of EC accounted for by the machine products group will be extremely large due to the size of the commercial transactions themselves, and the high penetration level of the EC marketplace (mid-level) in this group. A comparison between business-to-business and business-to-customer transactions in the manufacturing industry reveals that the percentage accounted for by the former outstrips the latter at 61% for any given period.

It is anticipated that business transactions involving extremely large amounts of money will become electronic in non-manufacturing industries. In particular, the processing distribution type industries, including convenience stores, will reach ¥6.5 trillion (after three to five years), and ¥29.4 trillion (after five to ten years), and will account for 58% of the entire non-manufacturing sector over the next three to five years, and 62% over the next five to ten years.

The plant operation type industries as a whole, including distribution and financial model industries, will reach ¥3.2 trillion over the next three to five years, and attain a scale second only to the processing distribution type. However, the financial industry will account for 74% of this figure at ¥2.4 trillion. This trend does not change in the five to ten year forecast with the financial industry continuing to account for 67% of the whole.

Special service type industries, including health care, are likely to total ¥1.4 trillion over the next three to five years, and grow to a scale that exceeds the ¥1.1 trillion of the electrical machinery industry. The main reason for this is that scale of the construction services will expand enormously (construction services alone account for 75% of the entire special service industry).

The percentage of narrowly defined EC transactions in the total commercial transaction amount according to the above estimations and assumptions is shown in Figure 3. 1 - 2. These are results for which we assumed the penetration level separately for patterns of electronic commercialization where relationships are strong in the narrowly defined EC such as supply chain management, general customer management, and the business-to-consumer marketplace,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>After 3–5 years</th>
<th>After 5–10 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobiles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric devices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other machine manufacture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles/clothing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food products</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood products</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing/printing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal products</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processed goods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-manufacturing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialized services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (e.g., education,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>construction)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distribution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience stores</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (e.g., retail,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>real estate)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other facilities (e.g.,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electric, communications)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing Non-manufacturing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialized services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (e.g., education,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>construction)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distribution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience stores</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (e.g., retail,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>real estate)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other facilities (e.g.,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electric, communications)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For detailed rationale, see p. 38–55 of attached materials
Source: McKinsey Analysis

Figure 3.1-1: Narrowly Defined EC Transaction Value by Industry
(¥100m; transaction value)

Figure 3.1-2 Penetration of Narrowly Defined EC by Industry (%)
with reference to domestic and foreign precedents. According to the above industry structure change scenario, we assumed that narrowly defined EC would also progress. The values are generally large for the model industries but this is probably because we added up the opportunities for narrowly defined EC in greater detail. This would indicate that the estimated values discounting the model industries are on the conservative side. Please refer to the attached materials for details.

3.1.2 Comparison of the EC Market in Japan and the West by Industry

We compared the scale of narrowly defined EC and the percentage of EC in the total transaction amount between Japan and Western countries. The comparison data were provided by Forrester and Yankee for the US, and Forrester for Europe. They are all predicted values for the year 2002 and correspond to the three to five year forecast of our study.

If we look at transaction amounts in the manufacturing and non-manufacturing industries that make up the entire economy, we see that individual transactions, corporate transactions, and a breakdown of both in the US are approximately three times the size of those in Japan. In Europe, individual transactions are estimated to be on approximately the same scale as in Japan, but corporate transactions are 1.4 times the scale of those in Japan (Figure 3.1 - 3).

These absolute values are naturally influenced by the original size of the economies and to estimate the extent of electronic commercialization we compared the proportion of EC transactions in the total transaction amounts in Japan and the US (Figure 3.1 - 4). Once more we see that the US boasts a penetration level roughly twice that of Japan in every field. When we compare the penetration levels for the Japan five to ten year forecast and the US three to five year forecast, we see that the Japanese ratio is far higher in the non-manufacturing industries, but in the manufacturing industries corporate and individual transactions are roughly the same. The situation in the US after three to five years closely resembles that in Japan after five to ten years. In this study we assume that structural reforms will forge bravely ahead in every industry, but this leads to the harsh conclusion that Japan will slowly reach a penetration level that lags several years behind that of the US.

3.1.3 Study of the Different Backgrounds in Japan and the US

The difference between EC penetration levels in Japan and the US is not due to individuals, corporations, manufacturing industries, or non-manufacturing industries in particular, as they are all consistently twice as strong in the US. It seems that structural differences between Japan and the US exist that are not determined by disparate situations in their industries.

As explained, we originally surveyed the structural changes in six model industries in our study and estimated the scale of narrowly defined EC based on the results. Despite differences due to the model industries, the industrial structure in Japan remains several years behind that in the US. A comparison of the scale of the EC market place also reveals that there is a time lag of several years. Furthermore, it appears that structural change in industry proceeds simultaneously with the development of narrowly defined EC. In other words, growth in the EC market place itself is nothing more than a phenomenon resulting from these reforms and without them we cannot expect any substantial electronic commercialization.
Corporate Transactions (B to B)
- Japan (present survey)
- US (Forrester)
- US (Yankee Group)
- Europe (Forrester)

Corporate-Consumer Transactions (B to C)
- Japan (present survey)
- US (Forrester)
- US (Yankee Group)
- Europe (Forrester)

Total Economy

Manufacturing
- Japan (present survey)
- US (Forrester)
- Europe (Forrester)

Non-manufacturing
- Japan (present survey)
- US (Forrester)
- Europe (Forrester)

Corporate-Consumer Transactions (B to C)
- Japan (present survey)
- US (Forrester)
- US (Yankee Group)
- Europe (Forrester)

Figure 3.1-3 (same as Figure 1) : Comparison of Narrowly Defined EC Transaction Value in Japan, the US, and Europe — Absolute Value Base ($100m)

Figure 3.1-4 (same as Figure 2) : Comparison of Narrowly Defined EC Transaction Value in Japan, the US, and Europe — Percentage of Total Transactions (%)
3.2 Study and Analysis Results of Broadly Defined EC

3.2.1 Impact of Broadly Defined EC throughout the Japanese Economy

3.2.1.1 Impact Overview

The impact (economic expansion effect) of broadly defined EC as measured by EVA reaches a level of ¥19.1 trillion after three to five years and ¥63.8 trillion after five to ten years throughout the Japanese economy. In other words, compared to a GDP of ¥486 trillion for fiscal 1995, there are boost effects of 4% and 13% respectively. Of this, the proportion accounted for by the non-manufacturing industries reaches 78% after three to five years and remains at 69% even after five to ten years. As for narrowly defined EC, the economic effects of the non-manufacturing industries are significant (Figure 3. 2 - 1).

Furthermore, the timing of the effects reveals that 30% of the value added creation effects predicted after five to ten years emerge after three to five years. Although a trend can be seen where the pace of the effects accelerates over the years, a considerable proportion of the impact is realized at an early stage. This suggests that the frequently held opinion that "IT is nothing more than prior investment for long-term results," may not necessarily be correct. In particular, in the non-manufacturing industries, the added value of ¥14.9 trillion that will be realized after three to five years accounts for 34% of the ¥43.8 trillion added value that will be realized in the five to ten year period, and early effects are predicted when compared to the manufacturing industries.

3.2.1.2 Impact by Industry and Background

In the manufacturing sector the greatest impact is in the machine industry. If we total the added value that is created in the automobile, electrical equipment, and other machine industries after three to five years, it amounts to 54% of the entire manufacturing sector. Large impact is also anticipated in categories such as foodstuffs and processed goods (Figure 3. 2 - 2).

This naturally relies on industrial scale. Consequently, to discern the extent of the impact of broadly defined electronic commercialization on the improvement of profit structure in each industry, we looked at the ratio of current profit and created added value. This showed us that in the manufacturing sector, the industries with large profit increases are printing and publishing, foodstuffs, textiles/clothing, electrical equipment, etc. Looking at the five to ten year forecast, we see that there is an additional effect of over 150% (an increase of more than 2.5 times in profit amount) for machine products (excluding textiles/clothing, printing/publishing, foodstuffs, automobiles, and electrical equipment) and timber products, etc. We can surmise that computerization has an enormous latent power to change the profit structure of industries. In other words, it appears that the "waste" and "loss of opportunity profit" that ought to be revealed by structural reforms are largely concealed in these industries.

In the non-manufacturing sector, the added value creation effect after three to five years for the plant operation type industries is significant and accounts for 53% of the whole. Together with finance, and distribution, approximately ¥3 trillion of added value is created by each of these
* Operating profit; effect of cross-sales on other industries omitted.
Source: McKinsey Analysis

Figure 3.2-1: Impact of Broadly Defined EC
(¥ trillion; profit base * / annual)

Figure 3.2-2: Impact of Broadly Defined EC by Industry

Source: McKinsey Analysis
industries alone. This has a large impact even with regard to the current profit levels. In the distribution industry it equates to an increase of 370% (4.7 times). Looking at the five to ten year forecast, we see that the profit creation effect for the processing distribution type industries reaches ¥15.5 trillion. The effect is considerable due to the structural reform in industries where inefficiency is currently high, such as retailing and the sale and lease of real estate, and the added value of ¥9.4 trillion and ¥3.5 trillion respectively will increase. Looking at Figure 3.2 - 2, we see that that the percentage of profit increase amount is large for processing distribution type industries excluding convenience stores, but that this value shrinks in comparison to the present profit level. This is because considerable amounts of profit are being generated even now. Meanwhile, because the finance industry is not generating profits at the moment, numerical values comparing forecasts to the present are not given.

3.2.1.3 Impact of Each EC Model and Background

Looking at each of the five EC models, we see that in the three to five year period, the impact in SCM (Supply Chain Management) is largest, and generates an economic value of ¥8.8 trillion per year (Figure 3.2 - 3). Next is the ¥5.8 trillion of ICM (Integrated Customer Management), followed by ¥4.3 trillion for the BCM (Business-to-Consumer Marketplace). The economic effect of OCM (Open Collaboration Management) is small compared to the others at ¥0.5 trillion. This trend is the same over the five to ten year period, with ¥38.6 trillion of SCM standing out. Next is ICM with ¥14.8 trillion, followed by BCM at ¥8.4 trillion.

The impact of SCM shows that at present there is significant waste in the circulation of goods and services between companies, plant capacity, and the supply and application of management resources in the broad sense including human resources. Moreover, for ICM, the current interface with customers is expensive and unproductive and can be improved significantly through the application of information technology.

3.2.2 Analysis of Effects of Investment in EC

3.2.2.1 Investment Effects by EC Model and by Industry

For each industry and EC model we used appropriate indicators for the ratio of profit increase to cost, i.e., ROI (Return on Investment), and investigated areas where it is high.

(1) Three to Five Year Period

We first looked at the effects over the three to five year period (Figure 3.2 - 4). Looking at each type of electronic commercialization, we see that ICM (Integrated Customer Management) has a comparatively high value of 420% (making four times more profit than the initial investment). OCM has the lowest at 90%, and BCM and SCM are in the middle with 270% and 240% respectively. The fact that the values are positive for all electronic commercialization means that large profits exceeding investment can be obtained.

If we examine each industry in detail, we see that ROI is generally high for non-manufacturing industries in comparison with manufacturing industries. In particular, we obtained ROI of 5800%, 1000%, and 3000% (58, 10, and 30 times the investment) for our chosen model
Figure 3.2-4: Increase in Profit *, Required Investment **, and ROI by Model for Broadly Defined EC after 3-5 years

* Operating profit base; includes effect of cross-sales  
** Based on one-year depreciation; includes cost of IT introduction, operations, capital cost  
*** Wholesale and retail for autos and electric devices omitted.

Source: McKinsey Analysis
industries of convenience stores, distribution, and finance respectively. The return on investment is high for ICM and SCM as EC models.

In the non-manufacturing sector, we can classify special services industries as "skill type" industries relying on human skills, and plant operation industries as "infrastructure type" industries. Processing sales industries fall between the two. When we compare skill and infrastructure types, an interesting trend can be seen whereby the ROI is higher for the latter. This appears to be because infrastructure type industries generally have strong controls and wide scope for the rationalization of facilities and sales channels, while the electronic commercialization of human resources management in skill type industries is comparatively difficult.

Even more than for manufacturing industries, in non-manufacturing industries it seems that the high EC potential of ROI is due to the following reasons. Electronic commercialization seems to greatly reduce "interaction costs," namely the costs related to the exchange of information necessary to create value. On the other hand, it seems that compared to manufacturing industries, the proportion of interaction costs is large for non-manufacturing industries. Consequently, there should be more room for cost reduction through EC for non-manufacturing industries than for manufacturing industries.

However, if we classify the industry group into "system types" and "process types" in the manufacturing sector, then ROI is generally high for process types. Large ROI of 800% and 1400% (a profit of 8 and 14 times investment) are expected from industries in the "process industry group" such as chemicals and petroleum, and for the "published goods group," such as publishing and printing respectively. Here too, EC models reveal significant impact for ICM and SCM.

Even considering the absolute values of profit increase for each of the aforementioned types of electronic commercialization, both ICM and SCM have substantial effects. It is true to say that both are effective approaches to electronic commercialization in terms of both investment amount and efficiency.

(2) Five to Ten Year Period

We conducted the same kind of analysis for the five to ten year forecast (Figure 3. 2 - 5). Looking at each of the EC models, SCM exceeds ICM and has the highest ROI. This is probably because a certain amount of prior investment is necessary for SCM requiring the involvement of a great many businesses. In the other EC models too, ROI exceeding the three to five year period are obtained by 250% for OCM and 330% for BCM. It seems that investment effects rise gradually in tandem with the rise in the penetration level.

The fact that non-manufacturing industries are more likely than manufacturing industries to follow the trend of high ROI, and that the infrastructure types among non-manufacturing industries and the process types compared to the system types in the manufacturing industry have high ROI, constitute similar results to those obtained for the three to five year period. With the exception of convenience stores and distribution, the fact that the values for ROI itself are also greater for the five to ten year period than for the three to five year period, with the rise in ROI following the rise in the penetration level, suggests that "the law of diminishing returns"
is operating. Conversely, convenience stores and distribution show in the three to five year period, that the advance of IT spreads easily in areas where results are obtained efficiently, and that areas remain in the five to ten year period where investment efficiency is comparatively low.

For the OCM of textiles, foodstuffs, and timber industries, and the ICM of the metal industry, the three to five year ROI is negative, and no increase in profits which exceed investment are obtained. For OCM in particular, the systems investment burden tends to be large and it seems that the fact that results are difficult to obtain because EC is not widely spread in the industry influences results. However, in the five to ten year period, all the ROI are positive even in these categories. This means that even if results which offset investment are obtained in the long term, there are areas where losses have to be covered in the medium term, and long-term IT investment decisions are required in these specific areas. However, there are very few industries in the EC categories that cannot secure profits in the medium term, and most obtain results that offset investment in the three to five year period. As stated, IT investment is not a case where "short-term results are unclear, but become positive with a long-term perspective," and in reality results are obtained comparatively short term. We hope that industry confidence and the setting of IT policies will bring about urgently needed economic revitalization.

3.2.2.2 Degree of EC Investment Precedence

When investment targets for economic commercialization are selected, to what extent do they generate different economic results in cases where they focus on the areas where ROI is high? Or in cases where investment is carried out across the board? We used the three to five year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EC Type</th>
<th>Industry Group</th>
<th>Manufacturing</th>
<th>Non-manufacturing</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Automotive</td>
<td>Assembly</td>
<td>Wood Processing</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Other business</td>
<td>Other specialized</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>activities</td>
<td>services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Increase in Profit</th>
<th>Revenue</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Profit</th>
<th>ROI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase in Profit</td>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Profit</td>
<td>ROI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase in Profit</td>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Profit</td>
<td>ROI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase in Profit</td>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Profit</td>
<td>ROI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase in Profit</td>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Profit</td>
<td>ROI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Operating profit base, includes effect of cross-sales
** Based on one-year depreciation, includes cost of IT introduction, operation, capital cost
*** Wholesale and retail for autos and electric devices omitted.

Figure 3.2-5 : Increase in Profit *, Required Investment **, and ROI by Model for Broadly Defined EC after 5-10 years
values to gain the answer (Figure 3.2 - 6). When we set 100% of the necessary investment amount at ¥7 trillion for all industries and EC models, the necessary investment is 6% in areas with the highest ROI (over 700%).

On the other hand, the profit increase due to this investment rises to 45% if 100% is a ¥20 trillion profit where total investment is carried out. If we include areas with medium-term investment results, i.e., investment targets with ROI of 350% - 700%, then 57% of results are obtained from 15% of investments. In short, it is possible to generate the majority of results while keeping the investment amount down to 15% by focusing on investment targets in areas with high ROI.

The proportion of impact on cost over the five to ten year period is not as pronounced as in the three to five year period, but there is still a large bias (Figure 3.2 - 7). Investments in target areas with the highest ROI (over 700%) account for no more than 25% of the total ¥10.8 trillion, but generate 60% of the ¥65.3 trillion anticipated profit increase.

These results show that focusing a policy is vital in company management and government policy drafting. Furthermore, the fact that there are specific benefits to this over the three to five year medium term suggests that it will be particularly important to ascertain investment areas correctly over the next few years as this is when electronic commercialization will really take off.

CONCLUSION
* One-year depreciation; includes cost of IT introduction, operation, and capital cost
** Operating profit base (EVA); includes cross-sale effect
Source: McKinsey Analysis

**Figure 3.2-6: Cost-Benefit Structure (after 3-5 years) (\%)**

**Figure 3.2-7 (Same as Figure 4): Cost-Benefit Structure (after 5-10 years) (\%)**
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